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ABSTRACT
Objective The immune response to invasive carcinoma 
has been the focus of published work, but little is known 
about the adaptive immune response to bronchial 
premalignant lesions (PMLs), precursors of lung squamous 
cell carcinoma. This study was designed to characterize 
the T cell receptor (TCR) repertoire in PMLs and its 
association with clinical, pathological, and molecular 
features.
Methods Endobronchial biopsies (n=295) and brushings 
(n=137) from high- risk subjects (n=50), undergoing lung 
cancer screening at approximately 1- year intervals via 
autofluorescence bronchoscopy and CT, were profiled by 
RNA- seq. We applied the TCR Repertoire Utilities for Solid 
Tissue/Tumor tool to the RNA- seq data to identify TCR 
CDR3 sequences across all samples. In the biopsies, we 
measured the correlation of TCR diversity with previously 
derived immune- associated PML transcriptional signatures 
and PML outcome. We also quantified the spatial and 
temporal distribution of shared and clonally expanded 
TCRs. Using the biopsies and brushes, the ratio of private 
(ie, found in one patient only) and public (ie, found in two 
or more patients) TCRs was quantified, and the CDR3 
sequences were compared with those found in curated 
databases with known antigen specificities.
Results We detected 39,303 unique TCR sequences 
across all samples. In PML biopsies, TCR diversity was 
negatively associated with a transcriptional signature of T 
cell mediated immune activation (p=4e- 4) associated with 
PML outcome. Additionally, in lesions of the proliferative 
molecular subtype, TCR diversity was decreased in 
regressive versus progressive/persistent PMLs (p=0.045). 
Within each patient, TCRs were more likely to be shared 
between biopsies sampled at the same timepoint than 
biopsies sampled at the same anatomic location at 
different times. Clonally expanded TCRs, within a biopsied 
lesion, were more likely to be expanded at future time 
points than non- expanded clones. The majority of TCR 
sequences were found in a single sample, with only 3396 
(8.6%) found in more than one sample and 1057 (2.7%) 
found in two or more patients (ie, public); however, when 
compared with a public database of CDR3 sequences, 
4543 (11.6%) of TCRs were identified as public. TCRs with 
known antigen specificities were enriched among public 
TCRs (p<0.001).

Conclusions Decreased TCR diversity may reflect nascent 
immune responses that contribute to PML elimination. 
Further studies are needed to explore the potential for 
immunoprevention of PMLs.

INTRODUCTION
Lung cancer is the second most common 
cancer in the USA and accounts for approx-
imately one in four cancer deaths.1 Patients 
with lung cancer have poor overall survival, in 
part because the disease is diagnosed after it 
has already spread to distant sites.1 Squamous 
cell lung cancer, the second most common 
form of lung cancer, is thought to arise 
through accumulation of genomic and epig-
enomic alterations to the airway epithelium. 
These alterations lead to a series of histolog-
ical changes, ranging from hyperplasia, meta-
plasia, several grades of dysplasia, carcinoma 
in situ and to invasive carcinoma.2 3 Persistent 
bronchial dysplasia has been associated with 
increased risk of incident invasive carcinoma, 
both at the site of the dysplasia and at other 
locations in the lung.3 4 Since squamous cell 
lung cancer arises through a series of bron-
chial premalignant lesions (PMLs) that can 
be evaluated by bronchoscopy, it has been 
proposed as a model for cancer chemopre-
vention and immunoprevention.5–8

By transcriptionally profiling endobron-
chial biopsies of PMLs obtained from 
high- risk smokers undergoing lung cancer 
screening, we have identified distinct molec-
ular subtypes of squamous PMLs.9 A prolifer-
ative molecular subtype of squamous PML is 
enriched with bronchial dysplasia. Prolifera-
tive subtype PMLs that progressed or persisted 
were depleted of innate and adaptive immune 
cells and demonstrated decreased expression 
of interferon signaling and antigen presenta-
tion pathways. Additional studies have shown 
that high- grade or progressive/persistent 
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PMLs are associated with an immunosuppressive micro-
environment.10–12 These findings support the hypoth-
esis that the spontaneous adaptive immune response to 
premalignancy is a mechanism controlling PML progres-
sion and that this might be therapeutically exploited for 
immunoprevention of cancer.

T cells are able to recognize aberrant peptides, including 
neoepitopes that are presented by tumor cells as a result 
of mutational events acquired during cancer initiation 
and progression. This endogenous T cell response to 
malignancy can be harnessed to mediate tumor regres-
sion using adoptive cell therapies13 or through immune 
checkpoint inhibition.14 Studies of non- small cell lung 
cancer (NSCLC) have shown that the T cell receptor 
(TCR) repertoire of NSCLC associates with the somatic 
genomic landscape.15 The TCR repertoire of NSCLC has 
also been suggested as a biomarker for predicting the 
response to immune checkpoint blockade.16

Previous studies have demonstrated that the TCR 
repertoire can be partially assembled from bulk RNA- 
sequencing (RNA- seq) data.17 18 To enhance our under-
standing of the immune response to squamous PMLs and 
the interplay between the adaptive immune response and 
progression of PMLs, we characterized, using bulk RNA- 
seq data, the T cell repertoire of squamous cell PMLs and 
its association with transcriptomic and clinical features. 
Our results indicate that regressive proliferative lesions 
have increased TCR repertoire clonality compared with 
persistent/progression PMLs.

METHODS
Subject population and sample collection and processing
Endobronchial biopsies and brushings from high- risk 
subjects, undergoing lung cancer screening at approx-
imately 1- year intervals via auto fluorescence bronchos-
copy and CT, were profiled by RNA- seq as previously 
described (n=295 biopsies, n=137 brushes, and n=50 
patients).9 Briefly, endobronchial biopsies were obtained 
from abnormal fluorescing airway epithelium, and brush-
ings were obtained from normal appearing mainstem 
bronchi. RNA was extracted and sequenced, and the data 
were processed as previously described9 to quantitate 
gene expression levels.

TCR sequence assembly
We applied the TCR Repertoire Utilities for Solid Tissue/
Tumor (TRUST; V.3.0) tool17 to identify TCR CDR3 
sequences in the RNA- seq data, applying it in single 
end mode to reads aligned to hg19 via STAR19 (V.3.0.0) 
(bam files from our previously published work9). TCR 
sequences with less than six amino acids were excluded 
from the analysis. We also compared the performance 
of TRUST to MiXCR20 (V.2.1.10, using FASTQ files from 
our prior work9) in assembling CDR3 sequences. TCR 
sequences were assembled from both biopsy and brush 
samples, although only biopsies were used for diversity 
and TCR sharing and clonal expansion analyses. Eleven 

samples underwent targeted RNA TCR sequencing 
(IRepertoire, two replicates/sample) of the TCR alpha, 
beta, gamma and delta chains to compare TCR identifi-
cation and TCR diversity metrics with those derived using 
RNA- seq data via TRUST (online supplemental table 1).

TCR repertoire diversity in PML biopsies
In the bulk RNA- seq data, TCR diversity was measured as 
the number of unique clonotypes per 1000 TCR reads, 
previously described as clonotypes per kilo- reads (CPK).18 
CPK was chosen over Shannon entropy because it was not 
strongly correlated with total TCR reads in the bulk RNA- 
seq data using a linear mixed effects model adjusting for 
patient. For the targeted TCR sequencing data, where 
we achieved much higher TCR- read depth, diversity was 
measured as Shannon entropy. Spearman correlation 
was used to compare total TCR reads, and TCR diversity 
between samples where TCR repertoires were measured 
by bulk RNA- seq and targeted TCR sequencing.

We used a linear mixed effects models adjusting for 
patient as the random effect to evaluate the association 
between CPK and the expression of an immune- associated 
gene set we previously identified and found to be asso-
ciated with squamous PML regression.9 The association 
between CPK and proliferative subtype PML progres-
sion/persistence versus regression was evaluated with a 
two- sided Mann- Whitney U test. This test was used instead 
of a linear mixed effects model adjusting for patient as a 
random effect due to lack of repeated measures for all 
patients in this smaller subset of samples.

TCR repertoire sharing and clonal expansion in PML biopsies
We compared the overlap of TCR repertoires in biopsies: 
(1) between PMLs from different subjects, (2) within the 
same subject between PMLs acquired during the same 
procedure at different anatomic locations, and (3) within 
the same subject between PMLs acquired at the same 
anatomic location across different procedures. Fisher’s 
exact test was used to identify pairs of samples enriched in 
shared TCRs, comparing the number of CDR3 sequences 
shared and unique, against a background of all 39,303 
TCRs. The mean odds ratios (ORs) of these Fisher’s exact 
tests grouped by shared location, time, and subject were 
compared using the Tukey test.

To identify TCRs undergoing clonal expansion, we 
normalized counts of all TCRs to counts per thousand 
reads within each sample and defined expanded TCRs as 
those with normalized counts more than three SD greater 
than the mean calculated across all samples. Samples with 
fewer than 250 reads total were removed from this anal-
ysis, as low total counts in a sample resulted in inflated 
normalized counts for individual TCRs. With a threshold 
of 250 reads, there was no longer a significant linear asso-
ciation between total reads and number of expanded 
clones (p>0.05 Pearson). In order to identify whether the 
same TCR sequences were repeatedly expanded more 
often than expected by chance, we conducted a permu-
tation test. We shuffled ‘expanded’ versus ‘not expanded’ 
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labels of TCRs present 1000 times, then compared how 
often the same TCR sequence was expanded at multiple 
timepoints at each location within each patient.

Identification of public and private TCRs
TCRs from both biopsies and brushes were defined as 
public if they were found in more than one patient or, for 
TCR beta, if they were also found in the peripheral blood 
of a previously described cohort of 666 healthy donors.21 
They were otherwise defined as private. While most of this 
work focused on biopsy samples, brushes were included 
in this analysis in order to more accurately identify public 
sequences. We also quantified the proportion of private 
and public that were found in publicly available data-
bases, McPAS- TCR22 and VDJdb23, which contain antigen- 
specific TCR sequences (both databases accessed August 
8, 2019). In order to determine if more public versus 
private TCRs overlapped with TCR sequences found in 
the queried databases, we used Fisher’s exact test.

RESULTS
TCRs can be accurately assembled from bulk RNA-seq data in 
airway biopsies and brushes
We detected a total of 39,303 unique TCR sequences of at 
least six amino acids in length using the TRUST tool and 
RNA- seq from 294 biopsies of PMLs (one biopsy did not 
generate TCR sequences) and 137 brushings of normal 
appearing airway epithelium from 50 subjects at high- risk 
for lung cancer. The TRUST TCR sequences were used 
for further analyses as MiXCR assembled fewer sequences 
(n=31,208 unique TCR sequences), the sequences from 
both methods were highly overlapping (n=17,751 (45%) 
TCRs were shared, p<1.5e- 21 by hypergeometric test), and 
the methods produced similar results. Eleven representa-
tive biopsy samples underwent targeted RNA sequencing 
of the TCR loci, yielding an average of 585,589 TCR reads 
per sample (range 29,076–1,489,423) and 1618 unique 
CDR3 sequences per sample (range 462–2772). Both the 
total number of TCR reads identified and TCR diversity 
were significantly correlated across bulk and targeted 
sequencing results (rho=0.70, p=0.03 and rho=0.68, 
p=0.029, respectively (online supplemental figure 1). 
The TCR sequences from the bulk RNA- seq data and 
the targeted TCR- seq data were highly overlapping with 
an average of 21.9% of TCRs identified from bulk RNA- 
seq also being identified in targeted sequencing of the 
same sample, compared with 5.4% of bulk TCRs being 
identified in targeted sequencing from different samples 
(p=6.05e- 6, Mann- Whitney U test). Additionally, the per 
cent of shared TCR sequences between the targeted 
sequencing and bulk samples was as least as high as the 
per cent of shared TCR sequences between replicates of 
targeted sequencing, regardless of the method used to 
assemble the TCR sequences (online supplemental figure 
2). Based on these results, the TCR sequences assembled 
from the bulk RNA- seq data are representative of TCR 
sequences obtained from targeted TCR RNA sequencing.

TCR diversity is associated with progression/persistence in 
proliferative PML biopsies
We quantified TCR diversity using CPK, because it was least 
correlated with total TCR reads (p=0.002, linear mixed 
effects model) in comparison with other commonly used 
TCR diversity metrics (eg, Shannon entropy and Simpson 
diversity index) (p<=5e- 10, linear mixed effects model) 
(online supplemental figure 3). In our prior work9, we 
identified modules of gene coexpression that we used 
to define PML molecular subtypes. Two of these nine 
modules are enriched for genes involved with immune 
functions. We found CPK to be negatively correlated with 
one of the immune modules that is associated with inter-
feron signaling and antigen processing and presentation 
(p=4.0e- 4, linear mixed effects model) (figure 1A, online 
supplemental figure 4A, C). In other words, decreased 
TCR diversity is associated with higher expression of 
genes in this interferon- related immune module across 
all biopsies. Interestingly, we previously reported that 
high expression of the genes in this module is associated 
with regression within PMLs in the previously defined 
proliferative molecular subtype that is enriched for bron-
chial dysplasia. Here, we find that TCR diversity (CPK) 
was significantly decreased in the proliferative PMLs that 
regressed versus PMLs that persisted/progressed (28.97 
vs 35.57, p=0.045, two- sided Mann- Whitney U test, n=50 
samples, n=23 patients, figure 1B, online supplemental 
figure 4B, D). These results indicate that increased clon-
ality may be important in lesion regression.

TCR clone sharing and clonal expansion is increased within 
patient PMLs
On average across the subjects, endobronchial biopsies 
were obtained from different anatomic locations during 
multiple screening bronchoscopies. Out of the 34,251 
CDR3 sequences identified in biopsy samples, 2494 

Figure 1 TCR clonality is associated with immune 
processes and premalignant lesion outcome. (A) Clonotypes 
per kilo- read (CPK) is negatively correlated with a gene 
expression module of interferon response previously 
shown to be negatively associated with lesion progression 
(p=4.0e- 4). (B) CPK in proliferative molecular subtype lesions 
by progression status (progressive/persistent lesions: purple; 
regressive lesions: turquoise). Progressive lesions have 
significantly higher CPK than regressing lesions (p=0.045, 
n=22 progressive/persistent and n=28 regressive samples, 
n=23 patients).
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(7.3%) were present in more than one biopsy in our 
cohort. In order to identify patterns in CDR3 sharing 
between biopsies, we identified enrichment of shared 
CDR3 sequences for all possible pairs of PML biopsies 
using Fisher’s exact test. Only 0.01% of pairs of samples 
from different patients showed significant enrichment 
(at False Discovery Rate (FDR) <0.01) of shared CDR3 
sequences. Among samples from the same patients, we 
detected higher TCR clone sharing among samples found 
at different anatomic locations at identical time points 
(61.9% of pairs enriched at FDR <0.01, mean OR=26.8) 
and among samples taken from the same anatomic loca-
tion at separate time points (55.0% enriched at FDR 
<0.01, mean OR=23.5) versus samples at different loca-
tions and time points (50% enriched at FDR <0.01, mean 
OR=20.3) (table 1). The mean ORs were significantly 
different between these groups (Analysis of variance with 
Tukey’s post hoc,FDR <0.01, figure 2).

Among the 74 lesions with at least 250 total TCR 
counts, we identified 344 TCRs likely to have undergone 

clonal expansion in PML biopsies based on increased 
normalized abundance three SD above the mean across 
all samples. Among TCRs that were only found in a single 
sample, 3.1% of TCRs were expanded, significantly less 
than in TCRs that were identified in multiple samples 
within the same patient (10.3%, p<0.001; OR=3.607 Fish-
er’s test). Furthermore, we identified 10 TCRs that were 
expanded at two time points in the same lesion at the 
same location, more than would be expected if all TCRs 
recurring in a patient were equally likely to be expanded 
(p<0.001) (online supplemental tables 2 and 3). The 
10 TCRs identified were found in samples with mostly 
low- grade histology (72% metaplasia or lower), and in 
all cases, the histology at the second time point was the 
same or lower than in the first sample. The results indi-
cate that TCRs can persist in an expanded state for years 
in the same lesion and may contribute to prevention of 
progression.

Public TCRs commonly target infectious antigens
Among all TCRs identified in both brushes and biopsies, 
4543 (11.6%) were considered public, meaning shared 
between multiple patients in our cohort or, for TCR beta 
sequences, identified in a previously described cohort of 
666 people.21 The proportion of public TCRs was higher 
among clones expanded in biopsies, at 26.1% (Fisher’s 
p=1.1e- 10, OR 2.36) indicating that these may target an 
active infection. However, among expanded TCRs at 
multiple time points in the same lesion at the same loca-
tion only 1 out of 10 (10%) was a public TCRs. Removal of 
public TCRs did not change the aforementioned results 
examining clone sharing between time points and loca-
tion as well as the associations between TCR diversity and 
the expression of interferon- associated genes or lesion 
progression/regression status. The public TCRs were 
more commonly found in the VDJdb and McPAS- TCR 
databases than non- public (private) TCRs (8.69% and 
1.53%, p<0.001, Fisher’s exact test, OR 6.12). The VDJdb 
and McPAS- TCR databases predominantly annotate TCRs 
targeting infectious antigens. TCRs targeting common 
viral pathogens, including predominantly influenza, 
cytomegalovirus and Epstein Barr Virus, but also yellow 
fever, hepatitis C and HIV, were detected. Few TCRs were 
annotated as recognizing bone marrow stromal antigen 

Table 1 Shared sequences between samples

Factors shared

Non- enriched pairs Enriched pairs
Percent enriched 
(%) Mean ORPatient Location Time

      83,004 8 0.009 0.214

×     736 746 50.3 3.69

× ×   206 252 55.0 3.90

×   × 230 374 61.9 4.09

Percent of pairs of samples enriched for shared sequences, grouped by shared location, shared time, and shared patient. Enrichment 
was determined by a Fisher’s exact test, FDR cut- off of 0.01 and OR >1.
FDR 
, False Discovery Rate; OR, Odds Ratio.

Figure 2 Enrichment of shared CDR3 sequences between 
pairs of samples. Log2 ORs of Fisher’s exact test of 
every pair of samples, grouped by shared location, time, 
and patient (ANOVA p<2e- 16). Significant differences 
between means is indicated by black lines (Tukey post hoc 
FDR<1.0e- 8). ANOVA; analysis of variance.
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2 (BST2) and melanoma antigen recognized by T cells 
1 (MART- 1). As expected, the identification of a public 
TCR is more likely to represent a TCR targeting an infec-
tious antigen than a cancer- specific antigen, although 
our analysis is limited by the sequences annotated in the 
VDJdb and McPAS- TCR databases.

DISCUSSION
Lung squamous cell carcinoma arises in the epithelial 
layer of the bronchial airways and is often preceded 
by the development of bronchial PMLs. Bronchial 
PMLs have variable outcome and biomarkers of PML 
progression, and therapies to intercept lung cancer 
development at this early stage are needed. We 
have previously reported the identification of four 
molecular subtypes of PMLs based on bulk RNA- seq 
profiling of endobronchial biopsies and brushes from 
high- risk smokers undergoing lung cancer screening.9 
The proliferative subtype was enriched with bronchial 
dysplasia, and progressive/persistent PMLs in this 
subtype showed decreased expression of interferon 
signaling and antigen processing/presentation path-
ways compared with regressive lesions. In this study, 
we leverage the bulk RNA- seq data from this prior 
work to characterize the TCR repertoire of lung squa-
mous PMLs and its association with PML progression.

Given that bulk RNA sequencing is a relatively insen-
sitive method of characterizing the TCR repertoire, 
capturing only a fraction of the TCRs, we confirmed on a 
subset of samples that total TCR reads and TCR diversity 
was significantly correlated between TCRs derived from 
bulk RNA- seq versus targeted TCR- seq data. Using the 
TCRs derived from bulk RNA- seq and the gene expres-
sion data, we found that in the biopsies, a decrease in 
TCR diversity or an increase in TCR clonal selection is 
significantly associated with a metagene score for the 
gene signature associated with interferon and antigen 
processing and presentation pathways. Interestingly, we 
also found increased TCR clonal selection in regres-
sive versus progressive/persistent lesions belonging 
to the proliferative subtype, although a larger sample 
size is needed to properly adjust for patient effects. 
These results suggest that regressive high- grade lesions 
are recognizing neoantigens, and further single T cell 
sequencing and functional studies are needed to eval-
uate the utility of these for immunoprevention of lung 
squamous cell carcinoma.

Since the biopsies in this study were serially collected at 
different anatomic locations in the lung, we were also able 
to quantify the amount of TCR clone sharing between or 
within patients as a function of space and time. We detected 
a high degree of clone sharing between biopsies from the 
same patients and the degree of sharing was higher for 
samples obtained from the same time point versus the 
same anatomic location at separate time points. Shared 
TCRs within a patient were more likely to be expanded 
than TCRs found in a single sample. We observed 10 

TCRs that were expanded at multiple time points in the 
same lesion at the same location suggesting the potential 
existence of lesion- specific neoantigens. Additionally, our 
results show that TCR repertoires significantly overlap in 
different areas of the airway, suggesting a field immunity 
effect may exist concurrently with lesion- specific immu-
nity. This finding parallels our prior work showing field- 
level transcriptomic changes associated with PML and 
lung cancer development in distant, normal- appearing 
tissue from the nasal turbinate and the mainstem bron-
chus.24–26 Currently, however, we do not have evidence 
that these shared or expanded TCR clones are targeting 
PML- related antigens and are not the result of subclin-
ical infection. Additionally, our results are challenged by 
limited sequencing depth, non- uniform sampling of the 
lung and the small sample size of proliferative lesions. In 
the future, TCRs detected in regressing lesions that may 
mediate PML regression need to be functionally charac-
terized. Additionally, further comprehensive characteri-
zation of ubiquitous and regional TCR repertoires in the 
context of lung preneoplastic lesions is needed as has 
been done for NSCLC.15 27

In order to further characterize the TCR repertoire, 
we classified TCRs as public (found in more than one 
patient) and private (found in only one patient). Public 
TCRs were more likely to be clonally expanded than TCR 
sequences found only in one patient. Additionally, they 
were more likely to have known infectious antigen spec-
ificity in our dataset, consistent with previous evidence 
of shared TCRs in response to infectious agents.21 The 
enrichment of TCRs with known antigenic specificities 
among the public TCR clones could be explained by 
the preponderance of infectious epitopes in the existing 
databases of TCR sequences and their antigenic spec-
ificity. TCRs targeting tumor neoantigens are less likely 
to be shared among patients because individual patients 
and different PMLs carry distinct mutations that can be 
presented in differing human leukocyte antigen (HLA) 
contexts. There are exceptions, however, as public TCRs 
that target a single neoantigen have been demonstrated 
in response to the common KRAS exon 12 G12D mutation 
in colorectal cancer and can be leveraged for adoptive 
T cell therapy.28 In future studies, it will be important to 
distinguish between immune responses to infections and 
cancer development and to identify neoantigen recogni-
tion in specific HLA contexts as this may be relevant for 
immunoprevention.29

CONCLUSION
Our study provides TCR characterization of bronchial 
lesions that are precursors of lung squamous cell 
carcinoma suggesting that TCR diversity measured via 
RNA may help predict the host immune response at 
the earliest stages of cancer development and may, in 
the future, aid in the development of immunopreven-
tion strategies for lung cancer.
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Supplementary Figure 1. TCR diversity is correlated between metrics derived from bulk RNA 

sequencing data and targeted TCR data.  (A.) The number of total TCR reads correlated 

significantly between targeted (y-axis) and bulk RNA sequencing (x-axis) (rho = 0.70, p = 0.03). 

(B.) The clonotypes per kiloread (CPK) metric derived from the bulk RNA sequencing data (x-

axis) is significantly correlated with the targeted TCR-seq metric of entropy (y-axis) (rho = 0.68, 

p = 0.029). 
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Supplementary Figure 2. Shared CDR3 amino acid sequences from bulk RNA-seq assembled 

TCRs and targeted RNA TCR-seq TCRs.  The targeted RNA TCR sequencing generated data for 2 

replicates per sample (n=11 samples).  The boxplot shows the percent of CDR3 amino acid 

sequences from each method (Targeted RNA TCR-seq Replicate 2, Bulk RNA-seq TRUST, or Bulk 

RNA-seq MiXCR) that was also found in the targeted TCR-seq Replicate 1.  Across all TCRs, no 

difference is found in the percent of CDR3 sequences from each group that appear in the 

replicate (Kruskal Wallace p>0.1). Percentages of shared CDR3 sequences were plotted for all 

TCR sequences (white boxes) or TCR sequences in at least the 10th (gray boxes) or 75th (dark 

gray boxes) percentiles of abundance for each sample in each method. When applying 

increasing thresholds of TCR abundance, all methods showed increased agreement with the 

TCR-seq replicate. 
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Supplementary Figure 3. Diversity metrics correlated with total number of TCR reads. The 

plots show the correlation between total TCR reads and diversity metrics and T cell gene 

expression.  The plots are as follows: (A.) clonotypes per kiloread (CPK), (B.) Shannon entropy, 

(C.) Simpson diversity, (D.) inverse Simpson diversity, (E.) log10 sum of the top 10 clones, and 

(F.) CD3 gene expression.  Clonotypes per kiloread (CPK) was the diversity metric that 

demonstrated the weakest correlation to total TCR reads.  The correlation between metrics was 

derived using a linear mixed effects model adjusting for patient as a random effect and the t-

statistic and log10 p-value are listed for each graph. 
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Supplementary Figure 4. TCR clonality is associated with immune processes and premalignant 

lesion outcome regardless of method used to assemble TCR sequences. We used the MiXCR 

sequences (A.+B.) or the shared TCR sequences found by MiXCR and TRUST (C.+D.) to compute 

Clonotypes per Kiloread (CPK) and correlate this metric with immune processes and 

premalignant lesion outcome.  (A.+ C.) Clonotypes per Kiloread (CPK) is negatively correlated 

with a gene expression module of interferon response previously shown to be negatively 

associated with lesion progression: (A.) p = 7.6e-15 and (D.) p=2.2e-6. (B.+D.) Clonotypes per 

kiloread (CPK) in Proliferative lesions, by progression status (progressive/persistent lesions, 

purple; regressive lesions, turquoise). Progressive lesions have significantly higher CPK than 

regressing lesions (n=22 progressive/persistent and n=28 regressive samples, n=23 patients): 

(B.) p=0.04 and (D.) p=0.025. 
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PCGA ID Chain Total Reads Unique CDR3 Reads

PCGA-01-0001-037-19118-00482BX-1007555R TRA 35743 230

PCGA-01-0001-037-19118-00482BX-1007555R TRA 33153 234

PCGA-01-0001-037-19118-00482BX-1007555R TRB 12548 119

PCGA-01-0001-037-19118-00482BX-1007555R TRB 11306 123

PCGA-01-0001-037-19118-00482BX-1007555R TRD 734 10

PCGA-01-0001-037-19118-00482BX-1007555R TRD 394 4

PCGA-01-0001-037-19118-00482BX-1007555R TRG 3642 28

PCGA-01-0001-037-19118-00482BX-1007555R TRG 2149 24

PCGA-01-0001-037-19762-00898BX-1007486R TRA 470869 740

PCGA-01-0001-037-19762-00898BX-1007486R TRA 461677 746

PCGA-01-0001-037-19762-00898BX-1007486R TRB 147864 389

PCGA-01-0001-037-19762-00898BX-1007486R TRB 170537 444

PCGA-01-0001-037-19762-00898BX-1007486R TRD 31061 92

PCGA-01-0001-037-19762-00898BX-1007486R TRD 40305 97

PCGA-01-0001-037-19762-00898BX-1007486R TRG 81779 112

PCGA-01-0001-037-19762-00898BX-1007486R TRG 85331 152

PCGA-01-0001-037-20126-01120BX-1031613R TRA 124142 446

PCGA-01-0001-037-20126-01120BX-1031613R TRA 110040 421

PCGA-01-0001-037-20126-01120BX-1031613R TRB 69057 362

PCGA-01-0001-037-20126-01120BX-1031613R TRB 58152 348

PCGA-01-0001-037-20126-01120BX-1031613R TRD 7978 44

PCGA-01-0001-037-20126-01120BX-1031613R TRD 7768 54

PCGA-01-0001-037-20126-01120BX-1031613R TRG 11734 65

PCGA-01-0001-037-20126-01120BX-1031613R TRG 11553 65

PCGA-01-0001-070-19300-00587BX-1007583R TRA 125474 244

PCGA-01-0001-070-19300-00587BX-1007583R TRA 136958 239

PCGA-01-0001-070-19300-00587BX-1007583R TRB 66573 209

PCGA-01-0001-070-19300-00587BX-1007583R TRB 40470 117

PCGA-01-0001-070-19300-00587BX-1007583R TRD 21009 56

PCGA-01-0001-070-19300-00587BX-1007583R TRD 12532 50

PCGA-01-0001-070-19300-00587BX-1007583R TRG 22739 66

PCGA-01-0001-070-19300-00587BX-1007583R TRG 28001 39

PCGA-01-0001-089-20126-01118BX-1031611R TRA 263802 486

PCGA-01-0001-089-20126-01118BX-1031611R TRA 245170 538

PCGA-01-0001-089-20126-01118BX-1031611R TRB 119886 433

PCGA-01-0001-089-20126-01118BX-1031611R TRB 90949 361

PCGA-01-0001-089-20126-01118BX-1031611R TRD 30969 76

PCGA-01-0001-089-20126-01118BX-1031611R TRD 39131 109

PCGA-01-0001-089-20126-01118BX-1031611R TRG 21206 64

PCGA-01-0001-089-20126-01118BX-1031611R TRG 39372 95

PCGA-01-0021-025-20449-01091BX-1031600R TRA 7903 114

PCGA-01-0021-025-20449-01091BX-1031600R TRA 8879 131

PCGA-01-0021-025-20449-01091BX-1031600R TRB 5379 89

PCGA-01-0021-025-20449-01091BX-1031600R TRB 5127 85

PCGA-01-0021-025-20449-01091BX-1031600R TRD 178 3

PCGA-01-0021-025-20449-01091BX-1031600R TRD 73 2

PCGA-01-0021-025-20449-01091BX-1031600R TRG 648 17

PCGA-01-0021-025-20449-01091BX-1031600R TRG 889 21

PCGA-01-0021-050-19434-00465BX-1007550R TRA 103665 467

PCGA-01-0021-050-19434-00465BX-1007550R TRA 97156 523

PCGA-01-0021-050-19434-00465BX-1007550R TRB 48015 265

PCGA-01-0021-050-19434-00465BX-1007550R TRB 40966 268

PCGA-01-0021-050-19434-00465BX-1007550R TRD 4168 37

PCGA-01-0021-050-19434-00465BX-1007550R TRD 1700 17

PCGA-01-0021-050-19434-00465BX-1007550R TRG 15009 77

PCGA-01-0021-050-19434-00465BX-1007550R TRG 8311 62

PCGA-01-0021-070-20449-01089BX-1031598R TRA 361340 505

PCGA-01-0021-070-20449-01089BX-1031598R TRA 569838 595

PCGA-01-0021-070-20449-01089BX-1031598R TRB 304895 630

PCGA-01-0021-070-20449-01089BX-1031598R TRB 332628 474

PCGA-01-0021-070-20449-01089BX-1031598R TRD 10354 28

PCGA-01-0021-070-20449-01089BX-1031598R TRD 28781 37

PCGA-01-0021-070-20449-01089BX-1031598R TRG 25702 48

PCGA-01-0021-070-20449-01089BX-1031598R TRG 8122 25

PCGA-01-0042-010-23911-01028BX-1033960R TRA 217964 309

PCGA-01-0042-010-23911-01028BX-1033960R TRA 304970 543

PCGA-01-0042-010-23911-01028BX-1033960R TRB 219443 599

PCGA-01-0042-010-23911-01028BX-1033960R TRB 174843 625

PCGA-01-0042-010-23911-01028BX-1033960R TRD 1297 12

PCGA-01-0042-010-23911-01028BX-1033960R TRG 32978 101

PCGA-01-0042-010-23911-01028BX-1033960R TRG 31082 85

PCGA-01-0042-048-23680-00907BX-1033955R TRA 9401 277

PCGA-01-0042-048-23680-00907BX-1033955R TRA 9178 290

PCGA-01-0042-048-23680-00907BX-1033955R TRB 7906 322

PCGA-01-0042-048-23680-00907BX-1033955R TRB 6621 330

PCGA-01-0042-048-23680-00907BX-1033955R TRD 15 3

PCGA-01-0042-048-23680-00907BX-1033955R TRD 34 8

PCGA-01-0042-048-23680-00907BX-1033955R TRG 877 32

PCGA-01-0042-048-23680-00907BX-1033955R TRG 760 23

PCGA-01-0042-048-23911-01029BX-1034033R TRA 39007 237

PCGA-01-0042-048-23911-01029BX-1034033R TRA 42164 293

PCGA-01-0042-048-23911-01029BX-1034033R TRB 27234 259

PCGA-01-0042-048-23911-01029BX-1034033R TRB 24916 302

PCGA-01-0042-048-23911-01029BX-1034033R TRD 92 3

PCGA-01-0042-048-23911-01029BX-1034033R TRD 106 1

PCGA-01-0042-048-23911-01029BX-1034033R TRG 3262 38

PCGA-01-0042-048-23911-01029BX-1034033R TRG 3848 53
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Supplementary Table 1. Samples that underwent targeted RNA TCR sequencing.  For each 

sample, the chain sequenced, the total number of reads sequenced, and the number of unique 

CDR3 reads are listed. 
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Supplementary Table 2. Expanded TCR clones at multiple time points within the same lesion 

location.  For each expanded clone (columns), the samples (rows) are marked as TRUE if the 

clone was present or FALSE if it was absent.  The clones are classified as private (found only in 

the sample from a single patient) versus public (found in multiple patients) and summarized by 

the number of time points, locations, or unique locations across time that each expanded clone 

is present in. 

 

ID

CASSPLKD

GELFF

CQQYHD

WSLYTF

CASSLAPP

GSNQPQH

F

CASSLAG

SYNEQFF

CASSLAG

TGEAFF

CASSQLT

GYTGELF

F

CASSLGS

YEQYF

CASSSGQ

WYSYEQY

F

CALWEPI

YKKLF

CASSVEEG

GYGYTF

PCGA-01-0001-037-19300-00589BX-1007585R FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE

PCGA-01-0001-037-19762-00898BX-1007486R FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE

PCGA-01-0001-076-20343-01314BX-1031646R FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE

PCGA-01-0001-077-20126-01115BX-1031608R FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE

PCGA-01-0012-050-21836-01253BX-1031633R FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE

PCGA-01-0015-011-16541-00571BX-1007578R FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE

PCGA-01-0015-011-17129-00932BX-1031579R FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE

PCGA-01-0015-025-16954-00864BX-1007478R FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE

PCGA-01-0029-050-22090-00380BX-1007537R FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE

PCGA-01-0029-050-22678-00816BX-1007451R FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE

PCGA-01-0029-061-22090-00378BX-1007535R FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE

PCGA-01-0029-089-22090-00377BX-1007534R FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE

PCGA-01-0031-053-24726-01061BX-1031594R FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE

PCGA-01-0031-074-24285-00854BX-1007472R FALSE FALSE TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE

PCGA-01-0031-074-24726-01060BX-1031593R FALSE FALSE TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE

PCGA-01-0044-048-17646-44967BX-1033975R FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE

PCGA-01-0044-048-17898-01132BX-1034080R FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE

PCGA-01-0044-050-17898-01133BX-1034071R TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE

PCGA-01-0044-070-17646-44965BX-1033993R TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE

PCGA-01-0044-070-17898-01130BX-1034098R FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE

PCGA-01-0044-089-17646-44966BX-1033984R TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE

PCGA-01-0044-089-17898-01131BX-1034089R TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE

Public/Private TCR Private Private Private Private Private Private Public Private Private Private

Number Time Points 2 2 2 2 4 3 3 2 2 2

Number of Locations 3 2 1 1 3 2 2 1 1 2

Number of Time Points/Locations 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Number of Patients 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1

Expanded Clones
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Supplementary Table 3. Phenotypic data across the samples where expanded TCR clones are 

present.  For each sample ID the following characteristics are listed:  Patient ID, location code 

for the sample, location name, location description, time of collection, histology (MildD = mild 

dysplasia, ModD = moderate dysplasia, SevD = severe dysplasia), histology code, histology 

code(s) for lesions sampled in the past from that location, histology code(s) for lesions sampled 

in the future from that location, molecular subtype, progression/regression status, genomic 

smoking status, and prior history of lung cancer.  Histology codes are as follow:  normal (<22), 

ID Patient

Lung 

Location 

Code

Lung 

Location 

Name

Lung Location 

Description

Time of 

Sample 

Collection Histology

Histology 

Code

Complete 

Previous 

Histology 

at Site

Complete 

Later 

Histology 

at Site

Molecular 

Subtype

Progression/Regression 

Status

Genomic 

Smoking 

Status

Previous 

History of 

Lung Cancer

PCGA-01-0001-037-19300-00589BX-1007585R 1 37 LGLO

Lingula Orifice 

or opening 19300 Normal 4 25 1,22.3,22.3 Secretory Normal/Stable Current N

PCGA-01-0001-037-19762-00898BX-1007486R 1 37 LGLO

Lingula Orifice 

or opening 19762 Normal 1 25,4 22.3,22.3 Secretory Normal/Stable Current N

PCGA-01-0001-076-20343-01314BX-1031646R 1 76 RB8

RLL Anterior 

Basal Seg 

(ABS) 20343 Normal 4 25,24 Normal UNK Current N

PCGA-01-0001-077-20126-01115BX-1031608R 1 77 RB8/9

RLL ABS 

Carina 

between RB8 

and RB9 20126 Hyperplasia 22.3 1 Secretory UNK Current N

PCGA-01-0012-050-21836-01253BX-1031633R 12 50 MC

Main Carina, 

Carina NOS 21836 Hyperplasia 22.3 22,5 22.3 Inflammatory Normal/Stable Former Y

PCGA-01-0015-011-16541-00571BX-1007578R 15 11 LB1/2

LUL APS 

Carina 

between LB1 

and LB2 16541 ModD 25 25 24,26 Secretory Progressive/Persistent Current Y

PCGA-01-0015-011-17129-00932BX-1031579R 15 11 LB1/2

LUL APS 

Carina 

between LB1 

and LB2 17129 MildD 24 25,25 26 Inflammatory Progressive/Persistent Former Y

PCGA-01-0015-025-16954-00864BX-1007478R 15 25 LB6

LLL  Superior 

Segment (SS) 16954 Metaplasia 23 25,24 24 Inflammatory Progressive/Persistent Current Y

PCGA-01-0029-050-22090-00380BX-1007537R 29 50 MC

Main Carina, 

Carina NOS 22090 ModD 25 22.3,24 NA,23 Proliferative Regressive Current Y

PCGA-01-0029-050-22678-00816BX-1007451R 29 50 MC

Main Carina, 

Carina NOS 22678 Metaplasia 23 22.3,24,25,NA Secretory UNK Current Y

PCGA-01-0029-061-22090-00378BX-1007535R 29 61 RB2/3

RUL Carina 

between RB2 

and RB3 22090 ModD 25 1.5,26 25,24 Secretory Progressive/Persistent Current Y

PCGA-01-0029-089-22090-00377BX-1007534R 29 89 RMLO

Right Middle 

Lobe Orifice or 

opening 22090 MildD 24 23,26,26 23 Secretory Regressive Current Y

PCGA-01-0031-053-24726-01061BX-1031594R 31 53 RB1/2

RUL Carina 

between RB1 

and RB2 24726 Hyperplasia 22.4 25,23 22.3,0 Proliferative Normal/Stable Current N

PCGA-01-0031-074-24285-00854BX-1007472R 31 74 RB7

RLL Medial 

Basal 

Segment 

(MBS) 24285 Hyperplasia 22.3 22.4,22.4 Inflammatory Normal/Stable Current N

PCGA-01-0031-074-24726-01060BX-1031593R 31 74 RB7

RLL Medial 

Basal 

Segment 

(MBS) 24726 Hyperplasia 22.4 22.3 22.4 Inflammatory Normal/Stable Current N

PCGA-01-0044-048-17646-44967BX-1033975R 44 48 LULO

Left Upper 

Lobe Orifice or 

opening 17646 Hyperplasia 22.3 4 Inflammatory Normal/Stable Former N

PCGA-01-0044-048-17898-01132BX-1034080R 44 48 LULO

Left Upper 

Lobe Orifice or 

opening 17898 Normal 4 22.3 Inflammatory UNK Former N

PCGA-01-0044-050-17898-01133BX-1034071R 44 50 MC

Main Carina, 

Carina NOS 17898 ModD 25 23,25 23 Proliferative Regressive Former N

PCGA-01-0044-070-17646-44965BX-1033993R 44 70 RB6

RLL Superior 

Basal 

Segment 

(SBS) 17646 Hyperplasia 22.3 4 22.3,4 Secretory Normal/Stable Former N

PCGA-01-0044-070-17898-01130BX-1034098R 44 70 RB6

RLL Superior 

Basal 

Segment 

(SBS) 17898 Hyperplasia 22.3 4,22.3 4 Inflammatory Normal/Stable Former N

PCGA-01-0044-089-17646-44966BX-1033984R 44 89 RMLO

Right Middle 

Lobe Orifice or 

opening 17646 Hyperplasia 22.3 22.3,22.3 Secretory Normal/Stable Former N

PCGA-01-0044-089-17898-01131BX-1034089R 44 89 RMLO

Right Middle 

Lobe Orifice or 

opening 17898 Hyperplasia 22.3 22.3 22.3 Secretory Normal/Stable Former N

Sample Characteristics
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hyperplasia (>=22 and <23), metaplasia (23), mild dysplasia (24), moderate dysplasia (25), 

severe dysplasia (26), and unknown histology/insufficient material (NA). 
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